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Goosebumps: A Night in Terror Tower

Short
Trapped in a castle tower, a brother and sister must solve a mystery to escape. 

Long
What begins as an English castle tour turns into a lost adventure when Eddie and Sue find 
themselves trapped in a prison tower -- and they're not alone. With an elusive figure at 
their tails, the siblings begin to piece together not only the dark secrets of the tower, but 
also their own eerie connection to it. Travel to another century and back again, as Eddie 
and Sue follow the clues of the past, in hopes of escaping from it. Part of the 
Goosebumps series.

Page Turners
Embark on an English adventure in a story will enthrall young readers with page-turning 
suspense.
 

Any Small Goodness

Short
A Latino boy embraces daily life in his East Los Angeles neighborhood.

Long
In an East Los Angeles neighborhood often known for danger, young Arturo and his 
family forge a community of goodwill and humor. Chronicling the details of his family's 
daily life in America following their emigration from Mexico, Arturo reveals the story of 
a group who learns to benefit from the good of the barrio, even when reality appears 
grim. Filled with warm and even feisty characters, this story offers an intimate 
perspective on Hispanic community and cultural identity.  

Page Turners
This portrait of life in the barrio will engage your child while exposing them to Latin 
American culture. Awarded by Smithsonian Magazine as a notable children's book in the 
language arts, the uplifting story includes some Spanish vocabulary.



The Magic School Bus Chapter Book # 16: Butterfly Battle

Short
Young classmates are turned into butterflies on Ms. Frizzle's field trip.

Long
Young Phoebe and her classmates are in for a surprise on the fabulous Ms. Frizzle's field 
trip when they not only observe butterflies, they each become one! They find life as a 
butterfly, however, is not all roses, and soon they must face the delicate insect's great 
battles -- with the wind, birds, and even people like themselves. Book Sixteen in The 
Magic School Bus chapter book series, this tale combines a whimsical storyline with fun 
facts.  

Learning Highlights
Ms. Fizzle fans will enjoy another Magic School Bus adventure in which science facts 
are cleverly combined with a magical tale.


